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3. A summary of the1?.** recommendations w&s

presented vo pen.4 {1.916).. ;.ddj tioiially, the ECA

Executive Secretary was called ni>^r to ensure that tu3

principles, objectives and recc .-ttmendations of the KPA

were incorporated in the wort procn omnK? of the Secretariat,

At PSD.5 (1988), it was reported that about 16 of these

states had formulated explicit population policies within

the frairtc3wcrk ox vueir dc-zelopjuG^x1 pi^ns co.osictent with

the KPA recommendations. In addition, at PSD. 5,

'Guidelines, for integrating population variables: in the

development planning process * prepared by the ECA

secretariat was presented (UNECA,1983); it "highlighted
four main activities for such integration at the macro
level. The first activity relates to the definition of the

conceptual framework for the integration process and

involves a study of thr. population-development
interrelationships using the national data. This step :■ s

crucial because the implications cf the e:>tnb.s.ishc-d
relationships should constitute the bas.i s of i~Jie

demographic objectives x.o be :;nel '.led in the development

plan. The policies and programmes of the development plan

should then be designed in pursi^..nce of such objectives.,

The data, research and socio-economic models required for

this important step in the integration process were
highlighted, in the 'Guidelines'. The establishment of the
institutional framework required to implement these

activities constitutes ihe SQeond ^et of activities

involved in the integration proi-ess. A third set of

activities r<? lotos tc- the truinirg needed to provide the

manpower to cperationalize the integration process. The

final set of activities rolat-ps to the diEe^inination o£

population iri±oriaat.i on required and generated by the
integration prooer^t.

4, The- cGuide!incicr further :3trese(i) th<it for eeoh

planning cycle, each Sectoral MJnistry should ussoss

the main problems (in relation to population) that: hinder

the realization of its development objectives. As at tlie

macro level, appropriate data, research anci mode.I.& should

be used in this regard. An iinalyF.'. ;3 01 the implir^tl.ons of

the population development ;■ nterrelatiouship so

determined, should 1 orir, the ba:. is of the demoqx aphj c

objectiv-as to be pursued per seictor in tlie course of a

particular developnient plan,-. Sectoral policies ?rd

programTr.es should tfctin be developed in pursuance of the

sectoral objectives. In order to ensure that population

variables are considered endogenously in the development

processf a unit within ■ the pieutning machinery shornd

coordinate -these sectoral problem areas, ctovclopmejit

objectives and 1 t,-l :c .1.eo/prograKimes- The country vs

comprehensive national population programme ;CHPP^ should
derive fro^n these mr-.cro and sectori.\l levels of; activities.

In effect,( a CNPP should noriuaj ly comprise. cemponont

sectors each consistirtj of prefects; activities grouped

around a related ^nfo-set of the popuXation policy

objectives, targets anc1 -tra!;eq:?os (Morsh, 198S J . It J s

import ant to ensure that the CNPF cierives from the input of

specialists in othr-r aect.crr; rr;rt linkages betwe-tin the



different sector programmes are t ytoblished; and ,that

inconsistences between sector pron ranmies are strsamlined.

5. The CNPP thus- provides a aui
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II. SUMMAKV GVKKVxKlv OF THE REGIONAL SITUATION ON

POPULATION POLIO 7

DEVELOPMENT BASED ON THE UK SIXTH POPULATION INQUIRY (INQ6)

Population growth policies

S- At about, the time of the '.third World Population

Conference in Bucharest (1974), many ECA member state

governments considered. their population size as rather

small and expressed a desire fc r a larger population

(UNECA,1974). Such an attitude could be explained by the

desire for a largo; labour force to develop their natural

resources as well as to eyzpz^d rneir domestic markets;

by ^low population densities; and, by the then prevailing
notion of internatiouaj respect aii'l prestige- Based on
the outcome of 1NQ& (1987) , the attitude"of ECA these
states favouring a larger population sise is reported to

have changed and a much smaller population saae seems
to be currently preferred. Only five of the responding

states (ie. Burandi,G. Bi ssau,Mberia, Mauritius and

Uganda) or 20 per cent expressed satisfaction with their
present population size. of t.he 11 that were not

satisfied,only one fie Somalia) considered its population
size as rather small while 10 (:u-. Algeria, C Verde,

Comoros,Egypt, Ethiopia„Gambia,Kt-nya, s.Leone,Tunisia,and

Zimbabwe) considered it a;,; largtv. About 9 states (ie.
B, Faso, Cameroun,- Madagascar , Mai^vi, Mauritania , Senegal,

Swaziland, U.R.Tanzania, and Zambia) had no official

position. The responses to the question of government's
view concerning their projected population by the year
2025 further testify to the trend in favour of a

smaller population size.. Furthermore, none of the

respondents perceived its population growth rate as

low; only two states perceived it as satisfactory; 5 had

no official position; and, 18 (ie. 69 per cent) perceived

it as rather high.. in othervords,. the x*esponses of

these states at XNQ6 reinforce an increasing perception of

population growth as high. The shifting in the perception

of population growth rates in the region as assessed

between INQ5 (1382) and INQ6 (1987) is a reflection of the

impact of the KPA.

9. An issue of concern ie the- gap between the level of

these perceptions and the action t-^ken by these states to

formulate policies t-o influence their population growth

rate. If a member Ktate has evidence to the effect that

its population growth rate ir; thwarting its development

efforts, then it is only logical that it should take

steps to deal with the population qrowth rate. But if the

needed data, trained personnel and a workable methodology

are not available.then the state's failure to formulate a

policy may bear 1ittle reIevaf ice (if any) to its

perception of the phenomenon. It is possible that t.he

observed lag between the member states■ perceptions of

their population growth and tho.ir formulation of policies



as reflected by the outcome of INQ6 is indeed a reflection

of these constiaints* Among the states with a policy to

lower existing rate of population growth are Algeria,

Botswana r Burundi,Cape Vorde,Comoro?.Egypt,Gambia,Ghanar

G.Bissau,Kenya,Liberia, Lesotho,Mauritius,Seychelles and

Zambia. Some of these policies have been on-going

for about two decades (eg Ghana) but their impact

relative to the set objectives remains low.

Fertility policies

10. Assessments of observed rates of population

change and consequent policies to influence such rates

have been largely focussed on their fertility components.

Based on INQ6, only one state (Mauritius) perceived its

fertility level as satisfactory; none perceived it as

low; and, 21 perceived it as high. As for population

growth, these results reflect the fact that following the

adoption of the KPA in 1984, a much higher proportion of

the member states perceived their fertility level as high.

Regarding policies, about 34 states did not formulate -

policy to contain their fertility levels because they

perceived the existing levels a:; satisfactory. Only

three (Chad,Congo and Eq. Guinea } had a policy to raise

their fertility levels,. A, total of 14 states are reported

to have formulated a policy aimed at. reducing their levels

and only 3 (Burkina Faso, Mauritius and Morocco) had a

policy to maintain the level.

11. One impediment to the effective design and

execution of fertility policies in the ECA member

states is the fact that their formulation and

implementation have often taken plaae without adequate

understanding of the- socio-economic situation. The socio-

economic milieu relevant to the. design of effective

fertility policy is the family or more

specifically(women. Fertility policies should be targeted

to women and should be based upon an understanding of the

role of women both within the family and the larger

framework of society. Of course the policies should also

take men into account. There is also the lack of a sound

information base. A third impediment is the short teiui

interest of policy makers who want to obtain immediate

results from policy interventions although demographic

events take a long time to unfold. A fourth impediment

arises when a population policy reflects the ideas of

a politically elite or articulate group;there are bound

to be gaps between individual desires and the pursuit of

the collective good. A classic example of an

ineffective fertility policy is Kenya despite at least twn

decades of implementing the set strategies.

Spatial distribution policies

12. In the face of the ineffectiveness of most

fertility policies in the region, population growth rates

have remained at their high levels inspite of a few

successful attempts to reduce them. These high rates of



population growth generate rural population surpluses
Chat cannot *>e absorbed in rural areas, at least under
current conditions of agricultural technology and social
organisation. ronseqpient.ly,i;,igration rates have also been

f,:.high particularly to the urban areas of these states with
ver^.low urbanisation levels.

13. Based on INQ6, 17 states had adopted a policy
purporting to modify their population distribution. In 88
per cent of such cases,the objective was to change the

population distribution between rural and urban places; in
71 per cent of the cases,it was to achieve a better

balance between population and local resources; and, in
about 41 per cent of the cases, it was to change the
population distribution between the regions. These
responses do not seem to indicate a particular policy
preference pertaining to popula tion distribution among
the states. And yet,relative to population growth and
fertility,the governments perceived population
distribution as the most serious constraint of their
development efforts. A pertinent question to raise here
is why the biggest gap between perception and action in
the case of population distribution. One possible
explanation is that,unlike population growth and
fertility, it is quite difficult for a government to take
action purporting to move a population from where it has
psychological and cultural attachment; another possible
reason is property ownership.

14. Based on an earlier study (UNECA,1983), policies
designed to affect the movement of groups of people in the
region include land colonization and settlement, farm
resettlement, sedentarization of nomads and the
estai-lishktenl ol i*«w towns. Examples of land colonization
are the Mwea and Machakos schemes in Kenya; the Mokwa and

Shendam schemes in Nigeria? and, the Gezira scheme in the
Sudan. A classic example of a settlement scheme is
the Ujamaa village schesie in the U.R.Tanzania,
Resettlement schemes have largely resulted from
construction of large dams creating extensive man-made

lakes such as the Aswan in Egypt, the Volta in Ghana,

and the Kainji in Nigeria, Considerable numbers of nomads
and semi-nomads are found in the
Sudan,Somalia,Mauritania, the Niger,Chad,Mali, the
U.R.Tanzania and Nigeria. Programmes of resettling them
have been vigourously pursued in these states. Examples of
new town policy include the port of Tema in Ghana, mining

towns such as those in Zambia, Zaire and Mauritania, and
new capitals such as Abuja in Nigeria. Available evidence
indicates that the objectives of most of these policies
have been largely unattained.

- Migration policies

2-5. In general, member states perceive both
dimensions of international migration within their
geographical boundaries as satisfactory. Accordingly, most
of them have policies to maintain their existing^levels



of both immigration and emigration. About 14 of the

responding states (INQ6) had no oi^icial position on

immigration &n& 17 in the case of emigration- Only two of

these inember states had

a policy to contain their immigration level and 8 s in

the case of emigration. Egypt and Tunisia had a policy

to increase their emioration level; Burkina Faso,Cameroun,

G.Bissau,Uganda and Zimbabwe had a policy to reduce their

emigration level; ana, Kenya,Liberia and Mauritius had

a policy to maintain their emigration level. Overall,

emigration is perceived as a more serious problem than

immigration by these states. Accordingly,more of them

also took action to contain their emigration level

relative to immigration. One dimension of this emigration

is the brain drain phenomenon. Eighteen

states (Eurundi, Cameroun, Comoros, Ethiopia, Egypt, Kenya,

Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Morocco,G.Bissau,Sierra

Leone, Somalia, Swaziland, U.R.Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and

Zimbabwe) indicate chat the brain drain was a major concern

to their governments. Of these, only Cameroun, Ethiopia,

Kenya, Malawi, Morocco, Sierra Leone, Uganda and Zambia had

taken stsps to contain the problem.

Ill, THE CASH, w w^'ir-KOUN

3,6. Prior to 198 4, population activities in

'.tout) embraced mostly data collection and analysis

1976 census; the 1978 fertility survey; the 1982

consumer survey; andrthe 1987 census). Following the

conduct ot the Z9'/'o census and tlvi dissemination of its

results„ it became clear that demographic pressures

constrained the government from meeting the growing needs

of the population especially those of mothers and children;

the l*?vel and patterns of rural exodus, urbanization, and

rural unemployment also militated against development

efforts. Despite these problems, the. government had

no explicit populate en policy. Rather,the prevailing

official attitude ^r^ng tbe 1970s was that the population

should reach at least 10 million before any concern

should be expressed about slowing down its growth rate.

Indeed based on the results of the 5th monitoring report

of the UN (1387) to which Cameroun responded, although the

government perceived its population growth rate as high

and its fertility level as satis factory, it had no

explicit po;Icy to contain both traits. Even at INQ6 ,the

&it-ap.tion had nct changed.

17. Tb:is official pro-nataj ist attitude was

reflected in various incentives given by the government to

large families through marriage laws as well as family and

leave allowances Additionally, although the use of

centrcice.pt; ives was x.Len illegal, a small family

planning clinic was opii.'-". ■ ■ ... the public sector

simultaneous with the sale of contraceptives in private

pharmacies. Against the strong background of xslam and

Catholicism, these pro-natalist t\aitc implied that the

chances of any major change: in the official stance on

contraceptlor; seemed remote ai- the time. Accordingly,on



government request, UNFPA undertook a mission in 1979 to

asses*? the needs and priorities for population assistance*
The mission identified 6 main priority areas that required

assistance viz (UNFPA, September,1980) :

- the reactivation of the National population Commission

(NPC);

- the need to coiitpiej^c-.-^t the census (197S) data by a

spectrum of po^t-^^r^:.r surveys;

- the need to create, a Population Planning Unit (VPU) ;

- the need to (a) give priority to a management study

of the programmes in Ministry of Health (MOH) to ensure

that the latter are in line vith the principles of

development planning ? (b) assist the Ministry of education

(MOE) to include in the curriculum the teaching of

subjects like population, dynamics,migration ;rural exodus;

and, (c) assist the Ministry of Youths and Sports in

reactivating the campaign on functional and salective

literacy;

the establishment o:: a Unit for Social Statistics

in the Ministry of Socle-? - • assess the problems

faced by women; and,

the creation of a centrally located communications

Unit to help meet all requirements of communication support

to population programmes.

18. In the light of these needs and fchr subsequent

progamming mission,. UNFPA in addition to the 1976 census.

funded (i) assistance in improving MCK services project;

(ii) review and compilation of population related laws

project; (iii) family welfare education for members of

cooperatives project; and, (iv) family health progaiame

project; Besides UNFPA, Caraeroun also received major

population related assi^tsaice from (i) FAO/CNDP on

consequences of urban development on nutrition; (ii)
five-year programme (1981-86) funded by France and Itaj.y

to provide health personnel and volunteers for health

education; and, (iii) Canadian/American assistance ii*

rural well construction/water and sanitation education

programmes.

19. The first UNFPA country programme tor Caraeroun. w^l;

characterized by three main activities :

- identification of an orientation for population

policy;

- the creation of i^eedftd orran^ational structure for

policy development; dnu(

- population - development interrelationship studies.



A PPU wae established in the Ministry of Planning and

Territorial Management as the technical secretariat of the
National Commission on Population and prerequisite for

institutionalising the formulation and implementation of a

population policy. Sectoral research on population and

development was undertaken by the PPU in collaboration

with different Ministries; and, a national seminar was

organized (September, 1985}. Two other UKFPA funded

projects that were implemented during the 1984-87 period -

a national seminar in 1984 and a population education
project for responsible parenthood and family welfare in

1985.

20. Following the reactivation of the NPC . the government

defined its priorities for population assistance within

its sixth 5-year development plan. On this basis, the

second UNFPA country programme (1987-90) incorporates

projects in the six main areas of (i) MCK/FP; (ii) IEC;

(iii) basic data collection and analysis; (iv) population

policy formulation; (v) women and development; end, (vi)

monitoring and evaluation. In the course of the current

programme, the PPU will constitute an Inter-disciplinary

Group comprising six Task Forces in the areas of (i)

population and development,- (i i) health/ mortality/

nutrition; (iii) employment/ economic activity/ natural

resources; (iv) education and youth; (v) urbanization/

migration/ housing. Based on the analysis of the

reports from thsss task forces, tne country*s population

profile will be prepared alongside with its implications

for development, Deriving from these implications, the

goals, objectives and targets of a draft population policy

will bs prepared.

21. It is thus clear that Cameroun has come a

long way from being pronatalist to being anti-natalist

at least following the adoption of the KPA in 1984. The

CNFPs ;*3 reflected by the two UNFPA country programmes do

not cover all the nine areas of the KPA recommendations

(eg. urbanisation and migration; spatial distribution;

children and youth; and, community involvement) presumably

because the identified population problems to date do

not as yet impinch on these other areas.

IV. THE CASE OF GUANA

22. In 1969 Ghana became the third subsaharan African

country after Mauritius (1958) and Kenya (1965) to

promulgate a population policy. The policy was aimed

primarily at reducing the country's rate of natural

increase thereby stimulating the growth of per capita

income directly through the creation of a family planning

programme; and, indirectly through such schemes as

education; manpower development/employ ment; health;

population redistribution; decentralisation; food and

nutrition; laws/regulations affecting fertility; etc.

However, twenty yaars after, the policy objectives are yet

to be achieved. The annual population growth rate only



declined from 3.0% to 2.1% during the 1969-84 period as

against a policy target rate of 1.7% by the turn of the

century.

23. Several factors had been identified as accounting

for the rather modest impact of the policy. Although all

the governments, since the promulgation of the policy, had

accepted its tenets, none of them had the adequate politi

commitment needed for successful implementation and none

also incorporated population variables into the

national development plans. The lack of adequate

knowledge about population issues simultaneous with the

non appreciation of the consequences of rapid population

growth among the country's policy makers, planners and

the general public also hindered policy implementation.

Other con include poor institutional coordination

( the limited number of trained personnel, insufficient

institutional support and inadequate government funding) ;

the fact that delivery of almost all family planning

services depended on an already over-burdened health

system; the concentration of the programme services in

urban areas; the concentration on adult women to the

exclusion of men and adolescents; the non incorporation

of local communities and special groups in programme

implementation; and, inadequate research/evaluation.

24. Perhaps the most important constraint was the

undue emphasis in the policy on family planning at the

expense of- the indicated non-family planning programmes.

The decade was that of family planning and accordingly,

funding was available. The apparent institutionalisation

of the family planning programme together with the

destibilization of national manpower planning programme

largely explain the poor impact of the policy. Two
ministries (Finance and Economic Planning) used to

coordinate manpower planning. But following the

disintegration of the two and the deployment of staff

to solve other ad hoc problems , the result was that

there had been no development plan since the one covering
the period 1975/76-1979/80; the negative impact of the

policy implementation is readily obvious.

24. Over the years concern has been growing about

the low impact of the policy. In 1984 ^ the UNFPA

undertook a population needs assesment mission to the

country and subsequently set up an office in 1985 to

coordinate the various population programmes. Since

then many activities aimed at revitalizing the policy
implementation have been undertaken. Among these is

the provision of family planning services within the

nation-wide PHC programme. The social marketing

programme advertizes and delivers contraceptives and oral

rehydration salts through a country-wide network. The

NGOs have also intensified the provision of family

planning services. In the area of IEC, a project funded by

USAID aims at increasing family planning awareness in

the country. In April 1986 a national conference on

population and national reconstruction was held; it



focusse.d *tt«nt.ion on the population policy. The
?Ui?^X?nJ ImPact Project (PIP; was subsequently

established at the University of Ghana as an outreach
programme to maintain and accelerate the interest and
momentum created by the conference.

?5\ *n reviewing the 20 years experience of
implementing the policy, Benneh and others (1989) have
suggested 8 actions for achieving the objectives of the
policy. Among these are the expansion of the policy
focuss beyond family planning; increasing government
awareness at ail levels; identifying institutions
responsible for policy implementation; providing more
trained personnel; increasing accessibility of
contraceptives; educating the pubic about implications of
rapid population growth; addressing related socio-economic
problems and, incresing research and data collection.
Consistent with these and other considera- tions the
UNFPA, beginning in 1988 has to ..late funded a total of
eight projects within the framework of the country's
CNPP. These include (i) assistance Ghanaian National
Council on women and development (GNCWD) - to enhance
support (ii) assistance to i opulation and family
life IEC activities - (Hi) a lengthening population
policy and its implementation; iv) use of population
variables m modifying agricultura. production targets and
policy decisions; fv) strengthen ng national MCH/FP;
(vi)_ introducing population communications in Ghana
Institute of Journalism ; (vi:,) strengthenning the
capacity of the 31st December Women Movement for
population education communication and incom generating
activities; and, (viii) streghthening the capacity for
demographic analysis and diseminati-.n of demographic data

26. The most recent effort

policy implementation is the
conference held in June 1989 to
achievements and short com

implementation and make concrete
future. The conference adopted two :
In general, it was agreed that (i)

and sustained commitment at tl
government to both the tenets and

policy; (ii) the policy should be p
development planning activities; (
resources should be provided

implementing the policy strategies;
adopt legislative.administrative
policies to assist the iropleraentat;
legislative,administrative . and org;,
should be established to address
deforestation,soil erosion
Additionally, there were specific r
areas as policy implementation;

planning components; gendr

collection/monitoring/ research/ev
population and law.

at revitalizing the

national population

critically examine the
ings of the policy

suggestions for the

ets of recommendations.
there must be increased
;e highest levels of

implementation of the
aced at the core of all

ii) adequate financial
by government for

(iv) government should
and organizational

on of the policy; (v)

nizational arrangements
such problem areas as

nd desertification.
ecommendations in such

MCH/FP; non-family

r issue; data

valuation; IEC; and,

11



27. A national planning commission is to be

established with five divisions. One of these would be the

Social Policy Division to ensure comprehensive planning of

the social sector and the much needed intersectoral

linkages for the provision of guidelines for effective

integration of population variables in the country's
t the inacro/sectoral/regional

enact a national planning

al) planning be guided by

development planning

levels. The plan is to

commission law to ensure

the law.

V, THE CASE OF SWAZILAND

28. Despite the apparent

with development planning, popu

explicitly considered as an endo

country * s development process.

included in the fourth development

that, contribute towards an increase

moderation in the rate of populat

number of population-responsive p

promoted which indicate increased

and concern about the relevance o

the country's development pi

programmes focussed on rural develc

urban migration; expansion of edu

and, promot ion of 1 abour inter;

employment to school leavers.

considerable experience

I ation has not been

jenous variable in the

\ chapter on health was

plan to provide services

in child spacing and a

ion growth. However, a

rogrammes . have been

jovernment awareness of

. population factors in

inning process. Such

iment to reduce rural

national opportunities;

;ive projects to offer

29. In 1980, the TJNFPA undertook a mission to

identify needs and priority areas for population
assistance. At the time, there was accute shortage of

nationals with adequate skills to collect, process, analyse

and utilise demographic data in the planning process.

Accordingly, the main thrus t of the mission's
recommendations was the need to s^renghthen the country's

for implementing its population

context, rh1 Demographic and Social

in the -SO needed to be

Central St itistical Office(CSO)

need-d to organize regular

for statistical staff? and,

institutional base

programmes?- Tr thi
Statistics Unit

strenghthened; the

University of Swaziland (UNS)

in-service training programmes

a Demographic Train;

established at tin

ng and Research Center needed to be

0Nt> „ Other recoitnnendations included

(i) the creation of awareness among

the population -development interr

continuation of assistance to

programme; (Hi) the promotion ot

government officials of

1at ionships; (i i) the

the family planning

IEC; and, (iv) efforts

the status ar*d role o: Swazi women. In the

specific area of facilitating an integrated approach to

development planning, the mission recommended the
revitalization of the rural de elopment committee ;

expanding the scope of the Interministerial Committee^ for

rural development; and, establishment of the NPC within
the Prime Minister's Office to coordinate planning and

programme implementation in various ministries.

12



30. Subsequent to the missic

included reorganizing/expanding

registration/vital statistics sy

analysing)

training

study on

Services;

initiatinq

the esL9S6 census;

within the national

law and population; pro

strengthening the nation

a project on women/popul

civil registration/vital statist!

aimed MSat obtaining the vita

estimating the countryTs po

simultaneous with updating demogra

economic data for use in devel

objective of the census project wa

demographic and related socio-eeor,

integrating population in devel

training project at the Universi

alia, at improving the laanp

population policy development. T

enhance awareness of the relat

laws and population policies/ pro

IEC project was to enhance nat

inter-relationship of family siz

family/community welfare. The latte

MCH/FP project; the aim was to imp

services as part of the nationa

Besides UNFPA, assistance in the

also provided to the government c

several donor agencies including t

and WHO. The UNICEF's proj ect

immunization, diarrhoeal

nutrition/growth monitoring, et

included a phc Survey; control o

communicable diseases; and supply

WHO projects provided grants and

support health planning exer

population related subjects, train

familv plannina, etc.

-:, UNriP£?s assistance

a nation-wide civil

;tein£; conducting (and

ablishing demographic

.rsity; undertaking, a

toting family life IEC

-il MCH/FP programme;and;

■it ion/development. The

:s system project was

i data required for

pulation growth rate

■;hic and other socio-

opment planning. The

- to provide up-to-date

■m-dc data for use in

opment planning.

*.y was aimed, inter

■• 'wer requirement for

l\e law project was to

lonship between local

jrammes. Equally the

j onal awareness of the

'.•, child spacing and

project Concerning the

ove delivery of MCH/FP

health care system.

area of population was

:< an ad hoc basis by

-e IPPF? UNICEF, USAID

focussed on expanded

disease control,

c; the USAID projects

r" water-borne/ childhood

of contraceptives. The

technical expertize to

:-ises, research on

!ng in public health and

31. All these and other ■■

foster population policy develop-1

largely due to the Swasi laws and

dominance of Catholics within the ch

the feeling that it is no use f-..-,

policy that may not be implements

considerations. From the discussio

makers and planners, it woul

apparent skepticism about prospe ;

population policy for the count-

traditional stance within.the gove

more modern position which is qui

that there exist a general govern

highest level to formulate and ;

policy to contain the very high r^

rate. This view is predicate

completion of two workshops

Parliamentarians and Principal Se■.:

purtorting to sensitize these en

rejects have failed to

ent in the country

customs; the size-able

ristian community; and

rmulating an explicit

d due to these other

ns with various policy

d appear that the

ts for developing a

y represents the more

niaent structure. The

e optimistic contends

ment commitment at the

mplement a population

pid population growth

d on the successful

arlier in 1989 for

retaries respectively

dre of policy makers



about population development intarelationship.

Specically, the workshop for Parliamentarians (19-22

June,lSS£; wuii jik.eu at i.::^v...ji,^ .^roxjiation to members of

Parliament on the effects of rapid population growth en

national development and thus to (i) enable £he.

legislators make informed decisions; and, (ii) form a

Parliamentary Committee to deal with issues on

population ana development. The Syiaposium for the

Principal Secretaries , besides sensitising this cadre

of government officials about th^ impact of the rapid

population growth rate so that urgent steps can be taken

towards a. solution, was also aimed at enabling them to

discuss the Declaration and Resolutions that were

made by the MPs for implementation.

32, Indeed the Ministry of Koalth had in the course

of 19SS and 1989 conducted a Fanily Health Survey to

meet the needs expressed by the PHC project for

statistically valid assessment of the general reproductive

and MCH conditions of families in the country. The Survey

provided information on (1) fertility and infant-child

mortality; (ii) MCH/FP; (iii) communicable diseases;

(iv) behaviour an^ risks (vi attitudes towards

reproduction; and (v.ij 1:v,a..i ;--.-a .\.^g utilization. The

results generally confirmed the iindings from the 19S6

population census. To a large extent, therefore, there

exist reasonable d<s.t^/in formation needed for the

formulation of a population policy. Additionally, the

envisaged 10 year prospective plan will accord

priority ^ pivait.'cn. brs^c health services ard

agriculture. The government has adopted a PHC approach as

the major health svrateqv and has emphasized health

education piugxcuaisit to iniora ana educ&ee the public on how

to achieve better health and the availability of health

services*

33. Given these and other cor^iciorations, the UNFPA's

first country (1988-91) programme would seek to enhance

the capacity of the Department, o l Economic Planning and

Statistics, as the central coordinating office of the

government, tc coordinate the activities of the

various projects in order to highlight the multi-sectoral

nature of population and enable optimum utlisation of

available resources. The planned projects of the the

countrys s first CNPP include (i} strengthening of

national MCH/FP services; (ii} family life IEC services

in the non-formal sector; (iii) in-depth analysis of

census and civil registration data; (iv) training in

demography: (v> integration of population factors into

national planning (vi) w^men, population and

development; and, (vii) monitoring, evaluation and

management. The choice of these projects derives from

lessons learnt frore previous UKFPA supported projects

findings of technical baclcsfcopping and evaluation

missions? recommendations of a 3 380 basic needs assessment

report; the proposed programmes of other donor agencier;

andf the UNFPA current, strategy for sub Saharan Africa.



VI, THE CASE OF UGAloVi

34,. All iuc ■■''•'...: c-._-_>'iKc:i"it- plao.-.. .u; l^^huii during the

2 97 0s emphasised a;.> buprove^ent in bee li-o. end living

standards <x^ .■>.;/. .. oo too ^ciiievrmei)-. t.>j~ cin oo^aitartan

income distribuv-.o"o;.. bv.L t'uo. \.ks1 iticol iii^taM}. |t.y of

■the period coupled v;ich a war Uovr ■ ^9 .', ^v^-bO biou jred tfr-3

realization of tlwsts objectives. 'i'ht. U^F^A und^rtock a

needs assessitst^v ?ro ^sion In l^bu. noivuvsv , xt\c-. destruction

of government irfrdotriicture fov the v;ar 00 00 hindered the

capacity of tho n.i&si on to define roeao i o aJ 1 fields.

Accordingly, in 3S82 a second mission w^te- uncc^.tak^n to

update the findings of tr>e earlier ms^ion. 'j'egethex'

both missione: ' recowiencied Ci) tlie e^tablishT^r-nti of a

Population and dftvelopraent. Council within the* Ministry oT

Planning and Economic Deve3cpment (HPED) tc oversee and

coordinate the sectoral roriuulation and iwpJ.emfiitGt5.cn ot

population and dovelopment- poi.iciGs: (ii}

regular/periodic c^nsuses/survnyr/contj nuos vrca.1

registration with appropriate techr:^ al hnse loi; analysis,

interpretation ^..d uiscki;^;r :;;si c. ■■fv.p. tor planning

purposes; {~'-~'.i.j tf;e coord i ny t i on or' sc-ct^ra '. x&search by

the^ joini: efj.Oits of the MPKU and t]ic- Krtional. Research

Council (NRC) r flv) the ci.-eat;lon cT a r.^tionya be^lth.

planning cou:icii witliin th^-; MOH jo:.n~.ly ty tlie MOH,

Makerere Uni ve^si ty cind Externs 1 x i'J c4g^nciv:.: ; (v) t.ho

e^tabliBhTT.ent of a ^c^p^ch.^ii^iv^ IKC cv;;te:,i; ajfd^ [vi)

research on wc;wn' ° oonxrihut Acin and t a.:.-to;v;s that

hindei/promctt* wc^-'.'n ' ,.- : oi-j j>: cV>v< 'oE-!"..on. -

35. Despite t;"'C^<; t^c :"jc '"-"iL: as^^ssv;^ryi. ^ufsiony

it was-: not pc^^ibie to develop projects that could be

constituted irn.o « CtfPP ;. o>: l-qanoia ur;v i.t aboui. j^;86. A

total cf 10 pri,ioncs ho-vt: ^Jjiv-e k.iit.-n he<_>n ^evt-icptMi. These

include (i) the i^-JO popa.Lav.iou and. hou£"ii;g Census

Project; (ii) Devo^ opmont ut pop,;lotion r^is^rach r^nd

training progr^mn:^ <.t Hake.vert. Ijrriveri^ty; (iii) Fastrict

MCH/FP service del ;vyrv riroqr^T^m!^; si. v-> '--cru3 .;iLior> ptjlicy

and development: planning; (v) .O-Leqrrit^d district

population p> ogr^in^o; (vi} Population <,,nci fc.rti.ily lite

education; An Uoajuian formal fuiuc«tioii sy,;.t^i;i; (vi x)

Integration of fr-^ni.ly lire education, eri^rrat. ic=n end

communication ser1-/ ices into mas:? roud.i .a 'py. o^rc-,.]Tiines : (v ii i;

Integration __of pcpuiatioTi education in tbft Dep':irliT?ent of

agricultural "extension, (:;..:} Integration of population
education in wo'ticr^p ■■.-.c>r!Tnun.ity ;-?ot:on rrogi^nn",OH-} and, fv)

Population anct xanajy welf&r^ educdtion fur vovV.^rfj. 3tv-

Of the 10 pioject^, only toai '(ie. ( i) ,■ (ii), (iv) and (v) )

have a national coverage; the ic^injiia ;r«i>r art oosiqneci

to cover the U- scL-.i-t*^ pi.ict d:i r-trintr^. Whei'i jri'.ily

implemented, tuese pi ■-■ jc\.;Jcs ^■:' "U;*i t. ^ost I.tux.e the CWPP for

wouid strenobthen tho governyiioot; s copabi3 iry with

development planr.-ino. However, uhore are a fov

proble^p. Virtually gj) t-iic project 001. uiuGnt:^ wen?

prepared during thr 10br>~- 07 porj ud vrien tno loecn

aituaticn i.n the country \-tzz such th^i all the oo

rination i;e:r pz-ji^yi.i,^ y"!ai i:-rli o oy;d opej.o>tior'ally

feasible troiocts u&rs in moot coot not avai ]..3ble. By



implication the project documents neither reflected
existing conditions accurately nor anticipated any-

possible changing financial requirements. Besides the

implementation of the planned activities for most of the

projects has lagged behind by as much as 12 to 15 months

due partly to the late arrival of the advisors; the

scarcity and non appointment of national counterparts?

the lack of office accomodation; and, governments

inability to provide its counterpart funding, to mention a
few.

VII THE CASE OF ZAMBIA

Based on the five publish

Zambia has all alon

its population g

and emigration 1

of its population

as inappropriate and r

37.

(1977- 1987}

satisfactory

immigration

distribution

perceived

(UNECA,. 1989) . Indeed the go

population was for many years

.first decade of independence (1

promoted primarily to improve

mothers and their children. Afte

position to population emerge

second decade (1975-85), it

government that population facto

the realization of its soci

objectives. *

38. The government established

Ministry of Health in 1969; in

strategy for the development of

the goal of health for all by the

MCH/FP project, the governmen

nurses/midwives and health staff

about 600 health units; an

contraceptives. One of the impacts

an increase in the acceptance rate

three to eight per cent over the 8

another was the enhancement o

skills in MCH/FP service deliver

overall project performance remaine

of the project due primarily

programme; weak family planning

logistical support; and, poor b

delivery.

39. During its first pop

assistance (1979-82), the .UNFPA su

national health programme. T

incorporate the first country pr

enabled the government to (i) estab

unit in the Ministry of Health

services into the normal Le.i^.

(ii) introduce comprehensive popu

IEC programmes into both formal

(iii) conduct in-depth analysis o

od UN monitoring reports

q perceived as generally

rowth rate, ferti1ity,

<2vels. The. spatial

was however all along

equxring major changes

vernments position on

pro- natal. During the

0 64-74), planning was

:he health status of

1975, a more neutral

Tn the course of the

became obvious to the

:s were constraining

>-economic development

an MCH/FP unit in the

1978, it adopted a

°HC in order to achieve

year 2000. Under the

trained about 800

in programme equiped

■I, supplied various

of these activities was

of family planning from

■- year period (1979-87) ;

: local knowledge and

//management. However,

>i inadequate at the end

~o poor management of

;EC activities? lack of

jseline data on service

ilation programme of
ported the governments

iis was expanded to

gramme (1984-87) which

:ish a family health

and integrate MCH/FP

-.are delivery system;

!ation and family life

>nd non-formal sectors;

the 1980 population
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goal of enhancing awareness of t'te Impact of family

life behaviour on members1 socio-economic status. The

main progress achieved results from the visibility of

the programme among crucial policy-making sectors In Zambia

(the government; the trade unions; che employers; and,. £he

party)- This led to ths process of population policy

formulation which was launched on 17th May 1989. The

first country programme has thus helped to establish the

institutional framework for the country*s population

policy formulation and implementation.

43. A draft population policy was prepared in 1985

but due to the tedium of the process followed, the policy

was only launched by the Head of .state In his address to

the National Conference on Zambian population policy on

17th May, 1989. Many national seminars/conferences

were organized for the Party and religious leaders as

well as National and Provincial Council members and others

in order to establish a concensus on the country's

population concerns and their Interrelationships witn

socio-economic development. Th■•* overall goal of the

policy is to accelerate the national development

e and impreove the standard of living for all Zambians. The

specific objectives are to initiat *., improve and sustain

measures to reduce the high populat Ion growth rate; enhance

the health/welfare among high ^isk mothers/childrer:;

achieve a more even distribution of the population!

maintain/expand the population data base; and, promote

fundamental ■ human right simultaneous with providing IEC

on number/spacing of children.

44. Regarding the institutional framework for

implementing the policy, the^e already exist f\) the

Population development and planning unit (PDPU) located at

the National Commission for Population and Development

(NCPD); the Family welfare education unit (FWEU); in school

population education unit; population communication unit;

family health unit; Planned Parenthood Association of

Zambia, Fam,ily life movement, Additionally, provision

has been made within the fourth national development plan

(1989-93) to establish two units relating to the

integration of population education in the women's

unit at the NCPD and the Ministry of Agriculture and

Cooperatives respectively. The Bank of Credit and

Commerce International Foundation for new and emerging

sciences and technologies has established a population

resource center for mobilization of resources to

facilitate the implementation of the various

population programmes and activIties. A population

council is also to be established ^o advise government and

coordinate the various population activities. With these

developments, the government "as deliberately and

systematically integrated population factors in Its

national development planning.

45. The second UNFPA country programme for Zambia

(1988 - 92) was developed in cognizance of (i) lessons

IS



learnt from the first country programme; (ii) the
governments5 then proposed national population policy;
(iii) the interim national development plan (July 1987 -

Dec. 1988); (iv) all the recommendations of the 1981

basic needs assessment report as well as the UNFPA

programme development mission and UNFPA technical
evaluation mission (both in 3.Q86) r (v) the proposed

prograinmes of other Donor Agencies (eg. UNDP, UNICEF, and
USAID); and, (vi) the UNFPA new strategy of assistance to
sub-Saiiaran Africa. Overall f the objectives of the

second country programme are to consolidate the

achievements made under the first country programme and to
firmly integrate population concerns into the national

planning machinery and attain self-sufficiency in the

design, implementation and coordination of the national
population policy and programme. The programme was also

aimed at giving continued support to ongoing projects and
process on the development of human resources; improving

the country f s institutional support system; and,

strengthening inter- sectoral coordination. There was

however a " modification of emphasis relative to the
first programme. The main thrust of the second programme

was on the MCK/FP (36%) followed by population XEC (21 %);

basic data collection (14 %); formulation and evaluation
of the population policy and programme (11%); women,

population anc! development (9%) ; population dynamics (7%) ;

and, programme reserve (2%)*

46. In ■ appraising the Zambian CNPP, two observations

are pertinent. First, of all the 9 major areas of the KPA,

the programs places emphasis on population and
development; fertility and family planning; mortality
and morbidity; changing role of women in the development

process; data collection, training and research; and

population information. Three areas (children and youth;

urbanization; and, involvement) are not explicitly
addressed by tht. programme. However and implicitly,

during the Third Pevelopment plan launched in 1979, the

government u";r*?rt nok the promotion of regional growth
centers to reduce the rural to urban migration trends and

to involve local people in social and economic planning/

implementation to strengthen the then existing rural

settlement schemes= Secondly, by erophasing the integration
of a fam;Iv alarming programme within its socio-economic
development planning process, the Zambian population

programme definitely baa a built-in potential to address

the country's t> 'obleias of poverty, unemployement and income

inequality.

VIII. AN OVERVIEW AND SYNTHESIS

47. A summary of the regional situation regarding

population policy development as well as the constituents

of a CNPP in 5 ECA member states were presented in the

preceding sections. Two of these five states - Ghana and

Zambia have a national population policy with a formal

policy document containing some versions of their
population profiles and their implications? the policy

19
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fr?j!K?T"or\ o^ the? CW*>t\ A« strersod above, the latter

should be developed within the framework of the

Guidelines for integrating popuJation in the planning

process. Secondly, ana related to the first, since the

projects mostly contain a technical assistance component,

there is a need for each member strte to define a norm for

such assistance in order to ensure effective utilization

of such, aid. The existing situation in many of the states

whereby the various technical assistance is not co

ordinated has a built-in potential for duplication of

effort, time and resources and coujd be counter productive.

52, Both of these issues art particularly relevant

in this context because the components of the CNPPs in

these states or simply the- actual or proposed

measures/strategies for implementing the population

policy tend to focus on family planning and fertility

regulation., MCH, IEC, women and development; rural

development; and, data collection/training/research. The

review of the CNPP in the five member states has

revealed that the other areas emphasized in the KPA namely

children and youth and community .involvement have not been

equally highlighted. This assumes that rural development

programmes are intended to addre; s spatial distribution,

migration and urbanisation asp*- cts of the population

programme. But often, as this report has also

revealed, even the aspects emphasized in the CNPPsf do

not. receive as much emphasis *<s the family planning

component. - The point being stressed here is that

much as family planning programme, when combined with

socio-economic development programmes is consistent with

existing conventional wisdom in terms of providing a

panacea for addressing the problem? of povertyunemployment

and inequality, the non family planning components of the

CNPP should be implemented as a mi Iti-dimensional and an

integral part of the nation 3 population policy.

This implies that they should be developed within a co

ordinated and systematic framevcrk of inter-sectoral

programming which should cover, among others,

education,, rural development, hot sing, manpower, health,

employment/income generation, vigration, agriculture,

nutrition, concerns of the onvii onment, the aged, the

role of women in development and the problems posed by the

deadly disease AIDS.

53. In particular, as recommended by the National

Population Conference held in Ghana in June, 1989, the

CNPP should promote family life education with emphasis on

population dynamics. Equally, fi nctional literacy should

be vigorously pursued within the framework of the health

care and family planning programmes. There is also a need

for the CNPP to incorporate a nat Lonal housing policy to

respond both to the increasing housing demand and the

spatial aspects of population distribution. A

comprehensive manpower survey should be undertaken

periodically to take stock of cxisting manpower needs

and shortfalls in the formal and non-formal sectors

within a decentralized planning framework. The policy of



rural development ,sh9u;Ld .fee . ^upportt^&r- with
financial - * ..I resources. *;;^./."The" ■ e&M^'^lhoulcl

i^i^-a'NationSil ?©od'"Security Pi&s ftiKmU2at«t<Si ^ and
'pIf6mulgated on a scientific basis to ensure 'continues and
'a&i<iUate food supply .for .the peoplec - tTo ■"the extent^ that
l*aw oplaysr' :&n important role. -in the'"."" f^rkut^ij^rt, and

1 :4^f^ljew«*tation-1 of L population policies, " "tfcfia- CNPF;■' should
' ** 'ii :|jcovxde for cdristarit preview and amendm&ht _ d^f the

rr on such aspects like .education: &cty abortion"; law,

coinpensatioh , law, etc> so as to reifl^ct current
-.;-. its- the socio-economic * cui tural d ^^hi

-i7 the states.. _j. ■

Overall;1; 'this' report", has indicated that'; the
i»«Tttber'"Etates in the region are at varying stages

of popula tion policy development. It is also clear that a

major strategy in the CNP?£ of these states is the MdH/FP
programmes? and, tTNFPA has provided the bulk of': funding
for *:3x>tti o-i' these activities.. It is pertinent ; At ■■"""this
pp^nt to examine soirte of the lessons from an evaluation of

fcioti -prograitwnes (ieV" population policy development and
MCH/FP) in order to provide some additional 'modus

operand!-* for those member states-at much-earlier stages

population policy deyelpp^ent. /"

55. Concerning the MCH/FP prograrante, four projects

executed by WHO in Botswana,.; . Malawi-,- Swaziland ""and

Zambia .-were-■• -evaluated : during the 1981-84 period (ie.

before the - adoption of the KPA) in Southern Africa by
0NFPA. Many more such projects have been evaluated since

the adoption of the KPA. According to UNFPA (Dec. 1984),

the.-.operational problems identified in the four projects
have been found in similar projects within the region.

The evaluation of the four MCH/Fr projects focussed on

five of such problems including (i) training of medical

personnel in family planning; (ii)

management/aairdnistration ; (iii) research and evaluation?

(iv) project monitoring; and, (v) WHO execution. In each

of the four projects recommend ations have been made. Some

of these recommendations are highlighted here as a

guide to future programming of MCH/FP projects in the

region.

56. On t.raininq, since the main MCH/FP service provider

is the Hurse/Midvflfe, it has been recommended that

national institutions, UNFPA and other donor agencies

should establish a Master ox Pub;* ic Health level course

with family p3nuning and managemert specialisations. In

particular, family planning shou.) d be incorporated into

both' pre and in-service training curricula of all medical

personnel. Supervision and supply/distribution of

contraceptives are important components in the

management/administration of family planning programmes-

In the area of supervision, some oi the identified problems

include lack of trained staff, limited transport, and

unclear definitions of the supervisory function.

Accordingly, it has been recommended that

regionai/Gubregional workshops should be organized to
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population and energy; population , labour force and
employment/poverty; and, population and women. There is,
therefore ,the need to restructure UNFPA's format of basic
needs assessment missions *

60. On project design/strategies, the evaluation
noted that in the Project docum«^g& (PKODOCs), the

formulation of projects was ra«3?r ambitious and
unrealistic while inadequate provisions were made for
implementation. Equally, the PRODUCs neither considered
the ^ link between programmed tasks and existing
institutional framework nor did they adequately
conceptualize the relationship between the project and

the member state•s main population development issues.
Accordingly a pre-project phase has been suggested during
which time the ppu is expected to be permanent!v
integrated within the national adiainxstra tive structure
(in terms of appointing permanent staff and providing
suitable institutional framework) ; this should be the
short term objective of the project. The institutional
location of the PPU, its insertion into the governmental
structure, the prestige/authority of those in charge of
population policy and adequate staffing should provide
indications of government commitment to a genuine
population policy during this phase.

61• In this context, this report has also
revealed that the National Population Commissions set up
in some of. the member states, rather than perform the
role of coordinating the integration process at the
macro/sectoral levels of planning, invariably introduce
additional bureaucratic constraints that tend to militate
against effective integration of population factors in
planning. To and as implicit in the 'Guidelines*, for
effective integration, the NPC should serve as the
linchpin for coordinating population policy development.
Ideally, the NPC should be a high level political bodv
chaired by a senior member of the Cabinet and should
have a genuine political mandate to set policy
guidelines which would have concrete impact on operational
population programmes. Its activities should be backed up
at the technical and administrative levels by the PPU; it
should report, at least once a year, on the state of the
country's population. Specifically, it should provide a
forum where matters on population management for the nation
can- be discussed and joint decisions taken on programme
activity regarding overall guidance, consistency,
coordination, monitoring, evaluation and implementation
of the population policy. Where these parameters are well
taken care of, the PPU!s role then should be to provide
technical, analytical and"research expertize in support of
population policy formulation and integration of
population variables into development planning. In this
context, the cases of Kali and Rwanda are examples
of reasonably well implemented projects. But if not (eg.
Senegal), then project activities will be impaired.

62. On data base, the ILO evaluation under rerference
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has noted that recent census/survey data, when properly

analysed on time are important inputs in reinforcing the

knowledge base needed for population develop merit,

analysis, policy formulation and integration of pop^la

tion factors into planning. Further UNFPA support for

data collection and compilation was therefore suggested by

the mission. Additionally, in order to enhance an

understanding of the nature, direction and intensity of

the interrelationships between popu lation variables

and socio-economic variables, five analytical methods
have been suggested (Lucas et al, 1988). These include

socio-economic demographic interaction analysis;
projections; macro-economic models; sectoral

planning; and micro level analysis/local level planning.

Based on the experiences of Sierra Leone, Mali and Rwanda,

it has been recommended that there is need for further-

work in the area of integration as well as UNFPA • s
continued support to modelling efforts.
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